Up to now there has been no evidence which shows any discrepancy between the predictions of the standard model SU c (3) × SU L (2) × U Y (1) (SM) and the measurements at the nowadays best experimental accuracy. Nevertheless, the SM still should be considered as a low energy limit of a more fundamental theory, such as a unification of the electroweak and strong interactions at much higher energy scale, due to the fact that there are so many parameters in the model, which should be understood. Being one of the efforts in the direction, the left-right symmetric model have not too heavy mass, so that it is accessible at future colliders [1] . The neutral gauge boson Z ′ is to couple to the fermion-antifermion pair so must effect the measurable forward-backward asymmetry in fermion pair to fermion pair processes.
In this report, we will focus lights on the effects due to the boson. Pursuing the accuracy of a few percents, which may be accessible in theoretical calculations and experimental measurements both. The theoretical calculations to the accuracy just correspond up to the QED radiative correction and the electroweak one-loop cor- 
We define λ = g L /g R , g L and g R represent the SU(2) L,R coupling constants. When α LR may take the value either 2 3 or 1.53, which corresponds to its lowest and upper bounds respectively. For λ = 1 (i.e. α LR ≃ 1.53 for sin 2 θ w = 0.23), it is just the case often used in LRM, while when α LR = 2/3, the LRM is identical to the χ model, attributed from the superstring inspired E 6 gauge model [3] . In the following we will compute the effects in the two extreme cases.
The neutral-current lagrangian in LRM is given by [4] 
where
Here we would define
for later usages. W 3L , W 3R and B are the SU(2) L , SU(2) R and U(1) B−L gauge fields;
g, g/λ and g ′ are the coupling constants of gauge fields to the fermion currents:
As Z L , Z R are not the mass eigenstates in general, the corresponding mass eigenstates Z 0 and Z ′ are of a mixture of them as follows:
From equation (2), (5), (6) and (7), we may read out the vertices of γµµ, Z 0 µµ and
··· γ 5 ) [6] , where
and with
The typical Feynman diagrams which contribute to the process e + e − → µ + µ − at the tree level in LRM are shown in Fig. 1 . The differential cross sections in Born approximation in the framework of SM is given in references [4, 5] . Here to calculate out the differential cross section in LRM is necessary. At tree level and neglecting the external fermion masses, we may write the cross section in the same way as in SM, i.e. both are in the form as Eq. (11) of Refs. [6, 7] :
here z = cos θ, only the functions, G 1 (s) and G 3 (s), are different from each other for SM and LRM. They have the formulae as follows respectively:
for those of SM, and
for those of LRM, here we have taken the notation:
According to the definition, the unpolarized forward-backward asymmetry A µ F B
is properly related to the cross section:
In Born approximation, the A µ F B is formulated simply
It is known that the mass of neutral boson Z ′ in LRM is located far beyond the energy range of the colliders LEP-1 and LEP 200 [2] , therefore the effects from the Z ′ -exchange diagrams cannot be expected to be great. In order to detect the expected small Z ′ effects from quite great background of SM, we need to calculate the background to a higher order level precisely. The weak corrections up to oneloop in SM is needed here. The corrections in SM, including propagator and vertex corrections as well as the box diagram contributions, are given by Wolfgang F.
L. Hollik in Ref. [5] . To the accurate level, the differential cross section still may write in the form as Eq. (11), but the functions G 1 and G 3 now will depend on the two Mandelstam variables t as well as s, thus when we consider the one-loop weak corrections of SM alone to the cross section, we may just simply use the invariant functions G 1 (s, t) and G 3 (s, t) specified in the equation (6.34) of Ref. [5] and to replace them properly into the above formula Eq.(11). As for the radiative corrections of LRM, since the Z ′ mass is probably much larger than the energy range of LEP 200, where we are considering in the paper, the Z ′ -exchange contribution is rather small, so that it is accurate enough to neglect safely the Z − Z ′ mixing, the interference between the pure weak loop correction and the Z ′ -exchange diagram and the contribution from those loops contained one or more Z ′ boson propagators as well at this moment. The extra Higgs sector correction in LRM is also neglected for simplification.
However, the QED radiative corrections, especially those from the colinear and/or soft photon emissions, are great due to a tiny mass of electrons. Additionally it makes that the precise measured value of the asymmetry depends on the experimental conditions. As expected, among all the QED corrections, those of the initial states are the largest [8] . We use the convolution formula to consider the initial state radiation effects [9, 10, 11, 12] :
is the cross section involving the one-loop weak corrections. The function R e T contains two parts. One is to take the soft (real and virtual) photon radiation into account, S e (ǫ), and the other is the hard and colinear photon radiation H e (k) [9, 10, 11, 12] :
To the first order, we have
and
and e e = −1.
Numerically we take M Z ′ as low as possible constrained by experimental limits, e.g. 395 GeV, 514 GeV and 682 GeV respectively, and calculate the asymmetry parameter A 
and plot it versus the CMS energy of collision with M Z ′ = 514GeV in Fig.5 .
In summary, we have calculated the forward-backward-asymmetry of the process only, for the other processes, such as the process e + e − → bb, the asymmetry have a similar tendency in fact [13] . Finally one thing should be noted is that in the LRM with α LR = 2/3, that of E 6 inspired one, the Z ′ effects to the asymmetry A 
